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Social conformity occurs when an individual changes their behaviour in line with the majority’s expectations.
Althoughsocial conformityhasbeen investigated in small groupsettings, theeffectofgender–ofboth the individ-
ual and themajority/minority – is not well understood in online settings. Here we systematically investigate the
impact of groups’ gender composition on social conformity in online settings.Weuse an online quiz inwhich par-
ticipants submit their answers andconfidence scores, bothprior to and following thepresentationofpeer answers
that are dynamically fabricated.Our results showanoverall conformity rate of 39%, and a significant effect of gen-
der thatmanifests in a number of ways: gender composition of themajority, the perceived nature of the question,
participant gender, visual cues of the system, and final answer correctness.We concludewith a discussion on the
implicationsofourfindings indesigningonlinegroupsettings, accounting for theeffectsofgenderonconformity.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Conformity is awidely studied form of social influence that leads individuals to change their personal
judgements and opinions when challenged by an opposing majority [2]. Deutsch and Gerard [20]
explain that such behaviour is commonly motivated when individuals attempt to fit in with a group
(i.e., normative influence), or are seeking guidance in uncertain situations in an attempt to be right
(i.e., informational influence). As our social interactions increasingly shift towards online platforms,
with over 4 billion Internet users and over 74% of those active on social media [35], investigating
whether and how social conformity manifests and influences human behaviour in online group
settings is important in order to facilitate positive interactions.
The literature on face-to-face social conformity suggests that individuals are influenced by a

number of different determinants when conforming to the majority’s opinion, such as majority
size [3, 46] and their self-confidence [13, 65]. Furthermore, research on the effects of gender on
social influence in face-to-face groups has shown that women are typically more receptive to others’
opinions while men are seen to be more influential in certain cases [22], meaning that women are
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generally seen to conformmore thanmenunder group pressure [24, 25].However, due to the inherent
dissimilarities between physical and online groups [52], it is unclear if observations resulting from
the above seminal studies apply to online settings.
More recent literature investigating the implications of gender in computer-mediated commu-

nication (CMC) settings reveal effects of partner gender on ‘informational’ social influence [41, 42].
These studies show that individuals are more likely to accept the opinions of a stereotypically
male-charactered partner in stereotypical masculine topics and those of a stereotypically female-
charactered partner in stereotypical feminine topics. Moreover, work by Christofides et al. [15]
identifies the presence of gender identification in online discussions, wheremen perceived interview-
ers with stereotypical masculine names to be more competent than interviewers with stereotypical
feminine names, regardless of the topic of discussion. One shortcoming of these studies is that they
are limited to exploring gender effects in pairs, and do not consider larger groups.
Furthermore, despite early expectations that reduced social presence in online settings would

facilitate more unbiased modes of communication for all those involved [21, 37], recent literature
invalidates this notion. For example, in contexts where gender is not directly specified, individuals
perceive the gender of their online correspondents through their names [15, 45], usernames [19],
avatars [41, 42], and even linguistic use [32, 61], triggering stereotypical behaviour. However, the
effects of these different gender cues on social conformity have not been measured in online settings.
This study aims to explore the impact of three gender-based aspects on conformity, while also

validating findings from previous work on the impact of majority size and self-confidence. First, we
investigate how different gender group compositions in the majority and the minority may affect
online conformity behaviour of participants. Since the experiment is related to an online setting, we
utilise commonly used stereotypical gendered representations (i.e., masculine and feminine avatars
and names) to illustrate different gender compositions. Second, we compare these two stereotypical
gendered representations (avatars and names) in terms of triggering gender-related stereotypes and
gender-biased conformity. Finally, we also investigate whether the self-disclosed gender identity of
participants affects their susceptibility to such gender-biased stereotypes leading to social conformity.

We deploy an online quiz containing multiple-choice questions on topics that are stereotypically
seen as being of masculine (sports) and feminine (fashion) nature, as well as neutral questions.
Participants first answer each question privately while providing their self-reported confidence on
the selected answer. Next, our software displays a fabricated distribution of peer answers denoting
a clear majority, while placing the participant in either the minority or majority. To assess the
impact of gender cues on triggering stereotypical perceptions among participants, we introduce a
total of three conditions: a control condition in which participants were not aware of the gender of
their peers; a condition with stereotypical masculine and feminine names; and finally a condition
with stereotypical masculine and feminine avatars. Subsequent to displaying the fabricated peer
answers, participants are given the opportunity to change both their initial answer and self-reported
confidence. We consider a change to the participant’s answer to be a sign of conformity when the
change is in line with the majority’s opinion.

While our results did not indicate a main effect of self-disclosed gender of participants on confor-
mity, we observe stereotypes on supposed competency based on perceived peer gender. In instances
where peers are represented by gender-rich names or avatars, our results show an increase in confor-
mitywhen it comes to stereotypicalmasculine and femininequestions.Bothmenandwomenaremore
likely toaccept themajority’s answer toa stereotypicalmasculinequestionwhen themajority consists
of more stereotypical masculine avatars or names as compared to a majority which consists of more
stereotypical feminine avatars or names. We observe a similar behaviour for stereotypical feminine
questions, when the majority had more stereotypical feminine avatars or names than stereotypical
masculine avatars or names. Such conformity behaviour was more frequent when peers are repre-
sented using avatars as opposed to names. Our analysis also considered the consequences of conform-
ing to themajority in terms of final answer correctness: participantsweremore likely to conform to an
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incorrect answer, especially in stereotypical masculine and feminine questions. We conclude with a
discussionon the implicationsofourfindings indesigning foronlinegroups so that individuals are less
influenced by stereotypical gender biases, especially with regard to ‘informational’ social influences.

2 RELATEDWORK
Asch’s conformity experiments [2, 3] are a landmark in Social Psychology research, where a signif-
icant proportion of participants (33.3%) revised their individual judgements to agree with a clearly
incorrect, yet unanimous majority, establishing the existence of conformity in group settings. A
subsequent study revealed two motives behind group conformity: normative and informational
influences [20]. The researchers described ‘normative influence’ as the tendency to conform to
expectations of the majority to be ‘liked’ within the group, while accepting the majority’s judgement
to be more accurate than one’s own knowledge of the situation was described as ‘informational
influence’. More recent work explained conformity as an outcome of individuals being driven to
ensure one’s belongingness to a group [17] or to fit in with the majority [44], further establishing
the impact of ‘normative influence’ on conformity. Moreover, previous work has further emphasised
the effects of ‘informational influence’ on conformity, where individuals turn to groups for direction
in situations where the ‘correct’ response is unclear [16, 44].

As social interactions are increasingly shifting from physical paradigms to online settings, inves-
tigating whether and how social conformity manifests in online groups is vital. Next, we summarise
the research that has been conducted in this area.

2.1 Online Social Conformity
Due to the increased use of online platforms (e.g., discussion forums, support groups, learning plat-
forms), human interactionsare increasingly takingplaceonline [28, 58].Therefore, theextent towhich
physical social influencesmanifest in an online setting has been of interest to the research community.

Previousworkhas argued that online groups are affected by social influences similar to face-to-face
groups [52], despite reduced effects in the former. This notion is further supported by literature
comparing social conformity in online and offline settings. For example, work by Cinnirella and
Green [18] extended Asch’s ‘line experiment task’ by allowing participants to select their answers
through computer-mediated communication (a personal computer), offering participants anonymity.
The results of this experiment were compared against a traditional face-to-face group setting, and
showed that conformity was still apparent in the anonymous computer-mediated group, despite
demonstrating lower effects when compared to the face-to-face group. On the contrary, work by
Reicher et al. [57] argues that anonymityof computer-mediatedgroups could lead to ‘deindividuation’,
where individuals tend to lose self-awareness as a result of extreme involvement with the group. This
in turn can encourage individuals to more strongly conform to group norms [55, 56]. More recent
literature investigated conformity during social watching, where people discuss social issues with
others throughonline socialnetworkswhile simultaneouslywatchingvideo telecasts.The researchers
observed that people tend to adopt the majority’s opinion on social issues, even when they do not
know the users who are posting the content [48]. Another study byMaruyama et al. [49] showed that
users who actively tweet during a televised political debate changed their voting choice to reflect the
majority sentimentonTwitter, further showcasing thepresenceof social conformity inonline settings.
Furthermore, literature suggests that social conformity exhibits both positive and negative im-

plications in online settings. Sukumaran et al. [64] explored the use of normative conformance in
shaping the amount of effort users put into their contributions in online news websites. The study
highlighted that when the initial comments added by other users weremore ‘thoughtful’, subsequent
participants were also motivated to contribute with similar or additional effort. The researchers
concluded that conformity can be used to establish a long-term positive structure within online
communities, when applicable. However, a more recent study investigating social conformity in
virtual classrooms portrayed its negative influences [9]. This study required graduate students to
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answer an online quiz where a proportion of participants were shown the responses of others in the
group,while the remaining participants answered the quiz independently. The resulting observations
revealed high levels of conformity among students in online learning environments, rationalised
by their lack of understanding of the content as well as high levels of self-doubt. More importantly,
students who conformed to the majority’s answers obtained fewer correct answers compared to
students who answered the quiz independently.
Recently, a study based on an online support group described howmental health patients con-

forming to the linguistic norms of the community received better support as compared to those who
did not [62]. This study set forth both positive and negative implications of conformity. On one hand,
the researchers observed that conforming to the acceptable conventions of behaviour improved the
sense of belonging and security within the community, so that sensitive mental health issues could
be openly discussed. However, they also argued that pressure to conform to the group’s norms may
cause unnecessary distress to individuals seeking support from online communities.
As the literature shows that social conformity can have mixed effects in online social groups,

we argue that in order to derive positive outcomes through this powerful social influence a more
thorough understanding of its determinants is needed.

2.2 Determinants of Social Conformity
2.2.1 Majority Size and Self-confidence. Since conformity is a social influence exerted by a group’s
majority on the group’s minority or minorities, the size of the influencing source (majority) is an
obvious determinant, and has been thoroughly researched in face-to-face groups. For instance, Asch
explored how conformity was affected by subsequently increasing the size of a unanimous major-
ity [3]. He observed that against a minority of one, the influential power of the majority increased
until its third member, while adding a fourth member to the majority did not generate a higher
conformity influence. A subsequent study explained that larger majorities exert more pressure on
individuals to conform as a result of higher normative and informational influences [33]. Moreover,
a study by Lowry et al. [46] compared the conformity effects of two group sizes (3 and 6), when the
communication was face-to-face and computer-mediated. Their results show that while conformity
effects heightened in both conditions as the group size increased, the effect was minimised in the
computer-mediated condition. Thus, it is plausible that online groups may not be affected by adverse
influences of social conformity, even with increasing group sizes. However, this notion is yet to be
systematically tested in online settings.

Previouswork has shown that conformity is driven by informational influences, where individuals
confide in judgements of a group’s majority as the accurate interpretation of a given situation, disre-
garding their own judgements [20]. This notion implies that confidence in one’s judgementsmay play
a role in determining the likelihood of a person conforming. This relationship has been established
in face-to-face groups, where higher rates of conformity were observed when individuals displayed
low confidence on their personal answers and higher confidence on group’s answers [13, 60, 65].
Furthermore, Rosander and Eriksson [59] observed that individuals in online groups who considered
the experimental tasks to be difficult more frequently conformed to incorrect majorities than those
who did not. However, the impact of self-confidence on conformity is yet to be explored in-depth
with regard to online groups.

In this paper we validate findings from previous work on the influence of majority size and self-
confidence on conformity in online settings, while also exploring the impact of gender and gender
cues.

2.2.2 Gender and Gender Cues. The effects of gender on social conformity has been a topic of
interest in Social Psychology research. Early literature concerning face-to-face groups revealed that
women are more easily swayed by external influence than men [22], leading to higher conformity
under group pressure settings [23]. Moreover, Eagly andWood [24] explained gender differences
in conformity as a result of stereotypical gender-oriented social roles that individuals are expected
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to follow in groups. For example, while men are expected to be more ‘agentic’ and task-oriented,
women are expected to be cooperative and selfless, when placed in group settings. This notion is
further emphasised in [67], where men were wrongly perceived to be more competent than women
in group discussions, leading them to actively contribute opinions, while women were more likely
to agree with the group’s opinions demonstrating cooperative social behaviour.
Despite the optimistic expectations for computer-mediated communication (CMC) to enable

unbiased communication [21, 37], literature emphasises that this is not always the case. While men
and women do not differ in their basic online skills, previous work has shown that women tend to
self-assess their skills as being less advancedwhen compared to the self-assessment ofmen,which can
affect their confidence and online behavior [31]. In addition, Matheson [50] observed that individuals
form stereotypical perceptions of their online correspondents based on gender, where women were
perceived to be more cooperative and less exploitative than men. Moreover, work by Postmes and
Spears [54] highlighted that ‘deindividuation’ caused by computer-mediated communication tend
to enhance stereotypical perceptions and behaviour among individuals.
More recent work further establishes the notion that men and women respond to the gender

of their peers differently, especially when connected with stereotypical masculine and feminine
tasks. For example, in a study by Christofides et al. [15] where participants rated the effectiveness
of their interviewers subsequent to an online discussion, women rated interviewers with stereo-
typical feminine names as more competent in stereotypical feminine topics with similar results for
interviewers with stereotypical masculine names in stereotypical masculine topics. However, men
rated interviewers with stereotypical masculine names as more competent regardless of the topic
of discussion. Another study by Lee [41] demonstrates similar behaviour where women conformed
to stereotypically female-charactered partners in stereotypical feminine topics and stereotypically
male-charactered partners in stereotypical masculine topics, whilemen displayed greater conformity
to stereotypically male-charactered partners even in stereotypical feminine topics. While existing
literature adequately highlights the prevalence of gender stereotyping in online settings, they limit
their analysis to pairs of individuals. Thus, in this paper we explore the implications of gender
stereotypes on social conformity with regard to small online groups.

Moreover, existing literature reveal that users of CMCplatforms infer gender of their peers through
cues such as names [15, 45, 51], usernames [19] and avatars [41, 42]. These cues play a significant
role in triggering gender stereotypes in online settings when gender is not explicitly provided. For
example, a study by Lee [42] demonstrates that participants inferred the gender of their anonymous
partners based on a randomly assigned gender-marked character (which may or may not correctly
represent partner gender), where stereotypical masculine characters triggered higher conformity
than stereotypical feminine characters. Moreover, while previous work has shown that certain
cues may be more powerful in triggering stereotypical perceptions of others [43], their effects on
conformity is yet to be explored.

3 METHOD
We aim to investigate the impact of group gender composition on online social conformity across
different question types and gender cues. To control these aforementioned variables, while simul-
taneously simulating a plausible real-world online setting, we deployed our study as an online
multiple-choice question (MCQ) quiz. Previous work has successfully utilised MCQ quizzes to
capture occurrences of online social conformity [9, 39, 59].

3.1 TheQuiz
The quiz contained 39 objective MCQ questions equally distributed among topics which are stereo-
typically perceived to bemasculine (sports), feminine (fashion), and neutral (general knowledge).We
include the complete list of questions used in the quiz as supplementarymaterial. The choice of stereo-
typical masculine and feminine topics was based on existing literature studying gender-stereotyping
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in computer-mediated communication [40–42]. The results from these studies established that the
chosen question topics (fashion and sports) successfully trigger gender stereotypes.We chose general
knowledge based topics to represent neutral questions. This is in line with recent literature on
conformity that deployed similar MCQ quizzes and showed no gender differences in conformity for
these questions [39, 59].
Once the topics were decided as fashion (feminine), sports (masculine), and general knowledge

(neutral), we extracted potential multiple-choice questions covering these topics from popular online
question repositories such as Britannica and Sporcle for sports, BuzzFeed for fashion, and Syvum
for other general knowledge questions. Next, we employed a similar approach used in previous work
on social conformity to rate the perceived masculinity and femininity of questions [40–42]. Two of
the paper’s authors individually rated the perceived masculinity and femininity of the questions on
ten-point Likert scales (1 – Not at all masculine/feminine to 10 – Extremelymasculine/feminine). Per-
ceivedmasculinity ratings were reverse-scored and added to the perceived femininity rating to arrive
at a final score for each question. For neutral questions, the same authors rated how gender-biased
the questionswere in a ten-point Likert scale, regardless of the perceivedmasculinity or femininity of
the question (1 – Not at all gender-biased to 10 – Extremely gender-biased). We then aggregated the
scores given to each question and selected the top 13 questions from each topic (i.e., sports, fashion,
and general knowledge) to be included in the quiz to represent stereotypical masculine and feminine
questions, as well as neutral questions. The purpose of having different types of questions was to
determine whether gender bias relative to conformity is heightened due to question stereotypes.
We only selected objective questions from the aforementioned topics as we intend to determine the
impact of conformity on final answer correctness.

Thequiz follows the structure illustrated inFig. 1. First, theuser is instructed to attempt thequestion
by themselves and select the correct answer option (see Step 1 in Fig. 1). Upon choosing an answer op-
tion, theuser is prompted to rate their confidence in the chosenanswer. Self-reported confidence levels
were denoted using a scale ranging from0– 100with higher values representing higher levels of confi-
dence. Subsequently, the user is presentedwith a fabricated diagramclaiming to showhow their peers
have answered the same question (see Step 2 in Fig. 1). The fabricated peer answers were dynamically
generated by our software to show the distribution of votes fromother participants across two answer
options in such away that one answer secured a clearmajority of votes. This notionof using fabricated
feedback diagrams to investigate social conformity was inspired by work from Rosander and Eriks-
son [59]. Following the display of the peer answers, the user is then given the option tomaintain their
original answer or change the originally selected answer option and confidence (see Step 3 in Fig. 1).

3.2 Gender Cues
We introduce three conditions to analyse the impact of different gender cues in triggering stereotypes
influencing social conformity. The conditions differ only by the peer answer diagrams presented
to the participants, as shown in Step 2 of Fig. 1. We deployed a control condition (see Fig. 1 Step 2
(a)) where a vote was represented by a grey square, removing any gender cues from peer answers.
In contrast, the second condition (referred to as the ‘names’ condition) displayed names of peers
(see Fig. 1 Step 2 (b)), and the final condition (referred to as the ‘avatars’ condition) represented peers
through two stereotypically genderedmasculine and feminine silhouette avatars (see Fig. 1 Step 2 (c)).

Wehighlight that the choice of gendered representations (names and avatars) used in the studywas
based on the fact that these representations are commonly seen in many online social platforms such
as Facebook, Goodreads, and Learning Management Systems such as SAP Litmos, where user deci-
sions can be influenced by others.We do not consider a gender-neutral avatar as it is less likely to trig-
ger gender-based stereotypes. We highlight that the study already includes a control condition (with
no gender cues), againstwhichwe compare the conditionswith gender cues (both names and avatars).
Furthermore, we ensured that the representation of a peer answer had an identical length in all

conditions to ensure visual consistency in the presentation and avoid any additional bias.
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Fig. 1. Steps to be followed during the quiz : Step 1: Initial answer and confidence, Step 2: View peer answers
(participants will see the representation pertaining to each condition), Step 3: Final answer and confidence.

3.2.1 Names. Our ‘names’ condition is based on the literature that explains how names of individ-
uals can be used to infer gender in online settings [15, 45]. We extracted the top most frequently
used stereotypical masculine and stereotypical feminine names in the chosen community, so that
participants are more likely to be familiar with the displayed peer names. We selected names that
clearly suggested the gender of the peer (such as ‘David’ and ‘Sarah’) and avoided using names (such
as ‘Sam’) which can be perceived as more ambiguous.

3.2.2 Avatars. Similarly, literature supports the notion that avatars (a frequently used method of
online self-representation) are strong cues in triggering gender perception in online settings – in
turn eliciting gender stereotypical behaviour [40, 53]. To minimise the effect of other possible traits
that could be inferred from avatars such as participant race [4, 29], ethnicity [66], personality [26]
and age [68], we utilised two frequently used silhouette avatars withminimumuser cues to represent
men and women in the majority and the minority (as displayed in Fig. 1 (c)).

3.3 Group Composition
We chose to work with an overall group size of seven in all three conditions (i.e., the size of the
majority plus the size of the minority – excluding the participant attempting the quiz – sums up
to seven). Previous work that focused on the effects of group gender composition on influence and
group work use either same or mixed-gender dyads [14] or groups of 4 participants [34], which
restricted the possible gender group compositions that could be tested. In contrast, a group size of
seven allowed us to test the following gender group compositions in a majority as well as a minority,
with different gender group sizes.

• F > M: The group consists of more stereotypical feminine names or avatars than stereotypical
masculine names or avatars.

• M > F: The group consists of more stereotypical masculine names or avatars than stereotypical
feminine names or avatars.

• M = F: The group consists of an equal number of stereotypical masculine and feminine names or
avatars.

• F: The group consists of only stereotypical feminine names or avatars.
• M: The group consists of only stereotypical masculine names or avatars.
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We did not choose a group size higher than 7 as this would require us to include more questions
in the quiz (already at 39 questions) – further increasing participant strain. Each question in the quiz
displayed a fabricated peer answer diagram that reflected a specific group gender composition (out of
F > M, M > F, M = F, M and F) for the majority and the minority, while maintaining a total group size
of 7. The majority group size ranged from 4 to 6 peers while the corresponding minority ranged from
3 to 1 peers. For example, a possible group composition could be a majority of 5 with 3 stereotypical
feminine avatars/names and 2 stereotypical masculine avatars/names (F > M), alongside a minority
of 2 with 1 stereotypical masculine avatar/name and 1 stereotypical feminine avatar/name (M = F).

Once a participant submits their initial answer and confidence, our software dynamically produced
a fabricated peer answers diagramwhich displayed a manipulated distribution of votes across two
answer options, placing the participant either in a majority (9 out of 39 questions) or a minority (30
out of 39 questions). For instance, the Fig. 1 (c) illustrates a question where the participant was placed
in an minority consisting of 3 stereotypical feminine avatars (F), against a majority consisting of
3 stereotypical masculine avatars and one stereotypical feminine avatar (M > F).

We counterbalanced the question types (i.e., neutral, masculine, feminine) and group gender com-
positions in such a way that, for a given group gender composition, an equal number of participants
answered questions pertaining to each question type.

3.4 Participants and Procedure
We recruited 54 participants 1 from different educational backgrounds which included engineering,
science, arts and design, commerce and marketing fields. The group consisted of 27 women and
27 men.We do not knowwhether the participants were trans or cisgender as participants did not
disclose this information. Participants’ age ranged between 18 – 34 years. All participants were
recruited through an online notice board. Participants were equally distributed among the ‘control’,
‘names’, and ‘avatars’ conditions, with 9 men and 9 women in each group.Within each condition,
an equal number of men and women were assigned to question sets 1, 2, or 3 to counterbalance both
questions types and group gender compositions.
The experiment was conducted in a laboratory with one participant per session and under the

supervision of a researcher. Participants were informed that the objective of the study was to de-
termine the importance of peer feedback in online settings, as the true purpose of the study could
not be disclosed prior to the quiz as expected in studies investigating conformity behaviour [63].
Participants then completed an online formwhich collected their gender, age, and educational

background. We highlight that participants were given the opportunity to self-disclose their gender
without being restricted to binary gender identities (or not disclose at all) [36]. Upon submitting their
demographic details, participants were randomly assigned to either the control, ‘names’, or ‘avatars’
condition. In the home screen of our application, the participants were greeted by a conversational
agent named ‘QuizBot’, which assisted participants in familiarising themselveswith the environment
through a training question as displayed in Fig. 2.
Training was considered essential to ensure that the participants were aware of the process to

be followed during the quiz. We utilised the ‘QuizBot’ to provide step-by-step instructions to par-
ticipants during the training while minimising the intervention of researchers. This enabled us to
simulate a typical online settingwhere participantswere by themselveswhileminimising any gender
biases that could occur due to the presence or intervention of the researchers. After training, the
bot directed participants to the quiz. All participants completed the quiz individually, repeating the
steps described in Fig. 1.

1Due to a database error, we had to discard responses generated by 18 participants - and subsequently recruit 18 additional
participants to compensate for this error. Therefore, while we recruited 72 participants in total, the findings of this study
originate from 54 participants.
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Fig. 2. QuizBot assisting the participants through step-by-step instructions during training.

Upon completion of the quiz, participants participated in a brief semi-structured interview in
which they were debriefed on the true objective of the study. Subsequently, we enquired what were
the main reasons behind their decisions to change their initial answer during this quiz. We were also
interested in whether they sought out the answers from peers of a particular gender with regard
to certain types of questions, to understand whether and why participants actively inferred gender
of others through the feedback they received when deciding the final answer. Participants were
also asked to comment on the strength of the gender cues (in ‘names’ and ‘avatars’ conditions), to
determine the effect of these gender cues in suggesting stereotypical behaviour in online settings.

The experimental designwas approved by the Ethics Committee of our university. The experiment
lasted for approximately 60 minutes per participant, including briefing, training, completing the
quiz, and final interview. Each participant received a $15 gift voucher for participation.

4 PILOT
Before running our experiment, we conducted a pilot study with 20 participants (10 men and 10
women). In this pilot, study participants individually answered the same set of stereotypically per-
ceived masculine, feminine, and neutral questions under lab conditions (they were not shown other
people’s answers). This resulted in a total of 780 responses.We observed that for all questions, partici-
pant answers dispersed amongmostly two answer options. Moreover, for 20 (out of 39) questions, the
majority of participants selected the correct answer. The overall group accuracy was approximately
38% (299 out of 780 responses). Overall, we identified that participantsweremost correct in answering
neutral questions (45% correct responses) and least correct on the questions that are stereotypically
perceived as being of masculine nature (28% correct responses). However, we did not observe any
statistically significant relationships between gender and different question types, meaning that
popularly perceived stereotypical relationships between participant gender and the perceived nature
of questions were not reflected in our answer set.
Next, we arranged the answer options of each question based on the descending order of the

number of votes they received during the pilot study. This data was then used to determine the
arrangement for the majority and minority groups when fabricating peer answers. For instance, for
the question illustrated in Fig. 1, “India” and “England” were the top two answer options chosen by
the pilot participants. Thus, when a study participant attempting the quiz selected “India” as their
initial answer, our software dynamically fabricated the illustrated diagrams placing “England” as the
majority answer. This ensured that the majority was always placed in a reasonable answer option,
regardless of being correct or incorrect.
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5 RESULTS
We asked 40 questions from each of the 54 participants (1 training question and 39 quiz questions).
Responses to training questions were removed from the dataset prior to analysis, which resulted
in 2106 answered questions. Our software placed participants both in the majority (for 9 out of
39 questions) as well as in the minority (for 30 out of 39 questions) to cause no suspicion about
the authenticity of the peer answers. Thus, the participants were in the majority in 486 questions
and in a minority for the remaining 1620 questions (equally distributed among topics which are
stereotypically perceived to be masculine, feminine, and neutral). We note that our intention was
not to compare results between majority and minority groups, but rather to explore the impact of
different group gender compositions on conformity behaviour among individuals. Upon seeing the
answers of their peers, participants could either:
• Change both answer option and confidence level.
• Change only their answer option.
• Change only their confidence level.
• Make no change to their initial answer.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of changed responses across the four post-feedback response types.

Our results show that all participants changed their initial response (answer option and/or con-
fidence) at least once during the quiz, resulting in a total of 904 changes with an average of 16.74
changes (SD = 7.33) per participant. Out of these 904 changes, 777 were made by participants placed
in the minority and the remaining 127 from participants placed in the majority. The distribution of
the final responses of participants across the aforementioned response types is shown in Fig. 3.
As illustrated by Fig. 3, the act of conformity (changing one’s answer) occurred predominantly

when participants were placed in the minority (approximately 39% of the minority responses). More-
over, participants were more likely to increase their confidence (approximately 23%) than changing
their answer when placed in the majority. Only 3% of the responses generated by participants placed
in majorities demonstrated a change in their answers to that of the minority.

5.1 Model Construction
The objective of this study was to determine the impact of participant gender and group gender com-
position across different question types on online social conformity. Thus, we considered the impact
of the following 15 predictor variables onwhether an individualwill conform to themajority’s answer.
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M = num. of stereotypical masculine names or avatars, & F = num. of stereotypical feminine names
or avatars.

• Majority size: Size of the majority (ranging from 4 - 6).
• Minority size: Size of the minority (ranging from 3 - 1).
• Group difference: Difference between the majority group size and the minority group size
(possible values : 1, 3 or 5).

• M in themajority: Number of stereotypical masculine names or avatars in the majority group
(ranging from 0 - 6).

• F in the majority: Number of stereotypical feminine names or avatars in the majority group
(ranging from 0 - 6).

• M in theminority: Number of stereotypical masculine names or avatars in the minority group
(ranging from 0 - 3).

• F in the minority: Number of stereotypical feminine names or avatars in the minority group
(ranging from 0 - 3).

• ∆ (M -F) in themajority: The difference between thenumber of stereotypicalmasculine names or
avatars in the majority and the number of stereotypical feminine names or avatars in the majority
(ranging from -6 to +6, positive values when there are more masculine names or avatars).

• ∆ (M - F) in theminority: The difference between the number of stereotypical masculine names
or avatars in the minority and the number of stereotypical feminine names or avatars in the
minority (ranging from -3 to +3, positive values when there are more masculine names or avatars).

• ∆ (M in themajority -M in theminority): The difference between the number of stereotypical
masculine names or avatars in the majority and the number of stereotypical masculine names or
avatars in the minority (ranging from -3 to +6, positive values when there are more masculine
avatars or names in the majority than in the minority).

• ∆ (F in themajority - F in theminority): The difference between the number of stereotypical
feminine names or avatars in the majority and the number of stereotypical feminine names or
avatars in the minority (ranging from -3 to +6, positive values when there were more feminine
avatars or names in the majority than in the minority).

• Question type: Masculine, feminine, or neutral question type.
• Initial confidence: Participant’s confidence in their answer prior to revealing the distribution
of peer answers (ranging from 0 to 100, higher values for higher confidence).

• Gender: Participant’s self-disclosed gender.
• User ID: An unique identifier assigned to a given user during the quiz.

We used the R package lme4 [8] to perform a generalised linear mixed-effects model (GLMM)
analysis of the relationship between the aforementioned predictors and participant conformity. A
GLMM allows us to identify the effect of a set of predictors on an outcome variable (conformity)
while following an arbitrary (i.e., possibly non-normal) distribution.

We utilised three separatemodels to analyse data under the three experimental conditions ‘names’,
‘avatars’, and control condition. As the control condition did not display gender cues, the correspond-
ingmodel didnot consider gender-orientedpredictors.Moreover,we considered a change in the initial
answer option (with or without a change in initial confidence level) to that of the majority, as an indi-
cation of conformity behaviour. We observed that in some situations participants also reduced their
confidence on the selected answerwithout conforming to themajority’s answer option. However, we
didnot consider a reduction in confidencewhenchallengedbyamajority as conformitybehaviour.We
specified participant (User ID) as a random effect to account for individual differences in our model.

Following model selection (incremental addition of variables based on their predictive power), we
arrived at three models for each condition, demonstrating statistically significant main effects and
interactions as illustrated in Table 1. The R2 values given in Table 1 represents the percentage of the
variance in accuracy explained by each model. Moreover, for each model we performed a likelihood
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Predictor Control Names Avatars
Coef. P-value Coef. P-value Coef. P-value

Group difference 0.949 < 2e-16 0.727 < 2e-16 0.711 < 2e-16

Initial confidence -0.021 9.57e-05 -0.023 6.09e-08 -0.023 5.28e-08

Question type (fem) -0.888 0.036 0.544 0.051 - -

Question type (mas) 0.591 0.145 0.685 0.015 - -

Question type (mas) : Gender (m) -1.964 0.022 - - - -

Question type (fem) : Gender (m) -0.569 0.509 - - - -

Question type (neu) : Gender (m) -0.939 0.271 - - - -

Question type (mas) : Gender (m)
: ∆M-F in maj.

- - 0.088 0.245 0.244 0.003

Question type (fem) : Gender (m)
: ∆M-F in maj.

- - -0.166 0.037 -0.151 0.056

Question type (mas) : Gender (w)
: ∆M-F in maj.

- - 0.209 0.008 0.416 4.48e-06

Question type (fem) : Gender (w)
: ∆M-F in maj.

- - -0.058 0.443 -0.223 0.006

R2 0.349 0.392 0.371

Chi2 209.71 (p < 0.001) 196.95 (p < 0.001) 201.76 ( p < 0.001)
Table 1. Effect of predictors on participant conformity across the three models.

ratio test with the relevant null model [10] and found that all three models were statistically signif-
icant (seeChi2 values in Table 1). To ensure the validity of the model, we checked for the existence
of multicollinearity. All predictors across the three models had variance inflation factors well below
the often-used threshold of 5 to detect multicollinearity [30].

Followingmodel construction, we present a more detailed look at the significant features. We only
considered the responses which placed participants in a minority, as the dependent variable was
determining conformity behaviour.

5.2 Group Size and Initial Confidence
Our results show that in all three models group difference (difference between the majority size
and the minority size) and initial self-reported confidence of participants demonstrated statistically
significant main effects on conformity behaviour. This suggests that as the size difference between
the majority and the minority groups increased, participants in all three conditions were more likely
to conform. The likelihood of participants conforming to the majority in all three conditions is
illustrated by Fig. 4. For each participant, the ‘likelihood’ of conforming for a given group difference
was calculated as the proportion of conformity responses out of total responses where the participant
faced the relevant group difference. For example, given that each participant was placed 12 times
in minorities with a group difference of 1, if a participant ‘A’ conformed in 3 such responses, the
‘likelihood’ of ‘A’ conforming to a group difference of 1was considered as 25%.Moreover,we observed
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Fig. 4. The likelihood of participants conforming to themajority in the control, ‘names’ and ‘avatars’ conditions.
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Fig. 5. Initial confidence of participants and conformity behaviour across the three conditions: (a) control,
(b) names, and (c) avatars.

that the effect of group difference was strongest in the control condition (See Fig. 4), whereas in the
conditions with gender cues this effect was considerably weaker.

Moreover, as the self-reported initial confidence on answers increased, participantswere less likely
to conform to themajority. The effect of initial confidence on conformitywas strongest in the ‘avatars’
condition and weakest in the ‘control’ condition. This is illustrated in detail in Fig. 5. The confidence
levels of participants in all three conditions ranged between 0 – 100 in conformity responses aswell as
in non-conforming responses. However, we observed differences in themedian values of conforming
and non-conforming responses across all three conditions. In the control condition, participants
who conformed to the majority displayed a median of 38, where as those who did not conform to the
majority demonstrated a median value of 40 (See Fig. 5 (a)). Similarly, we observed the median values
33 and 63 for participants of the ‘names’ conditionwho conformed and did not respectively (See Fig. 5
(b)). This trend continued in the ‘avatars’ condition (compared to the control), where participants
who conformed to the majority displayed a median initial confidence of 25 and participants who
did not conform displayed a median value of 55 (See Fig. 5 (c)). In general, our results consistently
show that individuals who displayed higher confidence on their initial answers were less likely to
be impacted by the majority.
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5.3 Gender and Gender Cues
In the controlmodelwe observed that participantswere less likely to conform on questions stereotyp-
ically perceived as being of feminine nature when compared to neutral questions. Men and women
showed no statistically significant differences in conformity behaviour. However, we observed that
men were less likely to conform to questions stereotypically perceived as being of masculine nature
when compared to women (See Fig. 6). No similar interactions were observed between participant
gender and the different question types.
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Fig. 6. Interaction between question type and participant gender in the control condition.

The ‘names’ model introduced gender cues to the peer answers by displaying the supposed first
names of the peers to the participants. In contrast to the control model, the ‘names’ model suggest
that participants were more likely to conform to questions stereotypically perceived as being of
masculine nature than neutral questions.

As gender cues pertaining to peer answers were present in the ‘names’ condition, we focused on
analysing any possible effects from the gender composition (operationalised by the stereotypical
masculine or feminine peer names) of themajority and theminority groups on conformity behaviour.
Even though we did not observe any main effects from group gender compositions, there were
statistically significant interactions between participant gender, question type, and the difference
between the number of stereotypical masculine and feminine names (∆M - F) in the majority. This
effect is illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows the density of conformity responses for the three question
types as the difference between the number of stereotypical masculine and feminine names in the
majority goes from -6 (a majority with 6 stereotypical feminine names) to +6 (a majority with 6
stereotypical masculine names). The dashed lines represent the average difference between the
number of stereotypical masculine and feminine names in the majority for each question type.
Negative values across the scale represent majorities with more stereotypical feminine names, while
positive values represent majorities with more stereotypical masculine names.

Basedon the results of ourmodelweobserved thatwomenweremore likely to conformtoquestions
stereotypically perceived as being of masculine nature when the majority had more stereotypical
masculine names than stereotypical feminine names. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 (a) by the higher
density of masculine questions among the positive differences in themajority. Similarly, men found a
majoritywithmore stereotypical femininenames than stereotypicalmasculinenamesmore agreeable
when answering the feminine questions. Other interactions between majority gender composition,
question type and participant gender were not statistically significant.

Our third model was based on the responses generated by participants in the ‘avatars’ condition.
As in the ‘names’ model, we did not observe any main effects from group gender composition in the
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Fig. 7. Interaction between question type and difference between the number of stereotypical masculine and
feminine names in the majority among (a) women and (b) men.

‘avatars’ model. However, our results show statistically significant interactions among the difference
between the number of stereotypical masculine and feminine avatars (∆ M - F) in the majority,
question type and participant gender. The effect of the aforementioned variables on conformity is
illustrated in Fig. 8, and shows a similar distribution as Fig. 7.

Fig. 8. Interaction between question type and difference between the number of stereotypical masculine and
feminine avatars in the majority among (a) women and (b) men.

5.4 Conformity and Answer Correctness
Beyond identifying the impact of the previously mentioned determinants on conformity, we also
quantify the effect of social conformity on the correctness of answers. All MCQ questions included
in the quiz were objective questions with one correct answer. Moreover, since the distribution of
peer answers was decided based on the participant’s initial answer and aggregated results of the
pilot study, we emphasise that the majority may have been positioned in correct answers as well
as in incorrect answers. Thus, conforming to the majority may result in the a correct final answer
or an incorrect final answer. Table 2 displays the distribution of correct and incorrect conformity
responses across the three conditions.
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Conformity Responses = 631

Control = 211 Names = 181 Avatars = 249

Correct
95

Incorrect
106 (∼50%)

Correct
78

Incorrect
103 (∼57%)

Correct
115

Incorrect
134 (∼54%)

N = 34 N = 32 N = 24 N = 20 N = 42 N = 30
M = 33 M = 44 M = 26 M = 47 M = 44 M = 52
F = 28 F = 30 F = 28 F = 37 F = 29 F = 54

Table 2. The distribution of correct and incorrect conformity responses across the three conditions (N =
Neutral questions, M =Masculine questions, F = Feminine questions).

Table 2 shows that conforming to the majority was more likely to result in an incorrect answer
(>50% incorrect answers) across all three conditions. Our results also show that in the conditions
which included gender cues in peer answers, there were more incorrect answers in gender-typed
questions than in neutral questions. We then conducted ANOVAs for each condition, to compare
group differences between the three question types. While we did not observe any significant dif-
ference among the question types in the control condition, for the ‘names’ and ‘avatars’ conditions
there was a statistically significant difference in incorrect responses pertaining to the question types.
We then conducted a Tukey post-hoc test that showed a significant difference between group means
of neutral and questions stereotypically perceived as being of feminine nature as well as neutral
and questions stereotypically perceived as being of masculine nature, in both ‘names’ and ‘avatars’
conditions (with adj. p<0.05 in both conditions).

5.5 Qualitative Analysis
The following qualitative analysis is based on our interview results obtained after participants
completed the quiz, and aims to better understand the thought processes behind conforming or
non-conforming behaviour of the participants in different situations. Three of the paper’s authors
were responsible for transcribing the audio recordings pertaining to the post-task interviews with
the participants. We then individually applied a deductive thematic analysis [11] to the generated
transcripts based on the paper’s research objectives (i.e., effects of determinants such as majority
size and self-confidence, stereotypical thinking, and gender cues on conformity behaviour in online
settings). Following this, the three authors met to discuss and identify the main themes. Next, we
present the main findings of this analysis.

5.5.1 Majority Size andConfidence. We set out to confirm the current literature on social conformity
regarding majority size and confidence. Our qualitative results point at these two factors repeatedly
as to why our participants chose to (not) conform to the presented questions.
First, the size of the majority was also considered as a factor by many participants. When faced

with a large (opposing) majority, participants were more likely to change their answer; “When you
see a significant majority, you start second-guessing. If it was something I knew 100% I would not change
it. But if it was something I was very confident, but was not 100% sure, it made me second guess. When
there were lots of people on the opposing majority, it made me feel that if that many selected the answer,
it could be right.” (P43). Smaller differences in the respective majority and minority were generally
seen as less decisive; “If I have two options that I am not sure about, and the feedback is usually parallel
with those two, I tend to change to the majority, unless there is a difference of one.” (P60).

Second, the participant’s confidence in their answer. Naturally, high confidence led to less conform-
ing behaviour, and low confidence resulted in more frequent answer switching. As summarised by
one of our participants; “Sometimes I got reassurance from the other answers. When I had no knowledge
on the topic, I would get ideas from others. Meaning, I picked the answer that majority picked. It mademe
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feel more comfortable.” (P13). Similarly, participants point to specific questions to which they were
certain of their answer (e.g., due to personal experiences such as hobbies or cultural background)
and were therefore steadfast in their answer; “When I had the knowledge, I did not change my answer
(e.g. currency of Indonesia).” (P03). These qualitative results align with our quantitative results as well
as the existing literature.

5.5.2 Gender Stereotypes. Our qualitative findings support our choice of question topics for stereo-
typical masculine and feminine questions, as well as neutral questions. We observe that in the
considered community, participants identify sports-related questions as masculine and fashion-
related questions as feminine expertise areas; “I think generally in our society women would care more
about fashion and the knowledge that comes with that. Men aremore interested in a lot of different sports.
With people I know, men are more interested in sports and women in fashion. I thought it could be true
for more people.” (P36). Furthermore, our participants specifically state that the gender composition
of their peers affects their decision to change their answer in gender-typed questions; “If it was a
sports-related question, I will feel most comfortable not to changemy answer in a groupwithwomen. And
vice versa. But if the questionwas about geography or flags, it won’tmake any difference tome” (P40). For
several of our participants, the effect of gender stereotypes was stronger than that of group size. As
expressed explicitly; “If it was fashion Iwould look at the answerwhichmostwomen have picked. I would
still pick the groupwithmorewomen even if they are not in themajority. Samewithmen for sports.” (P27).

Some of our participants admit that theirmotivation is based on traditional stereotypes, but believe
that these stereotypes canbeused to their advantage; “When itwasa fashion relatedquestion, I chose the
answerwhichhadmorewomen in it. [...] It is a pretty stereotypical decision, but I had a feeling thatwomen
would know more about fashion.” (P55). Finally, even when participants believe that the question
gender type did not affect their judgement, they still alluded to the stereotypical nature of masculine-
feminine expertise on sports and fashion. “I did not take the fashion/sports distribution and the gender as
a relevant consideration. When we talk about fashion, it is not necessary that women or men know about
it more. I knowmany men who don’t like watching particular sports and some women do.” (P25). The
aforementioned comments were reported more or less equally among male and female participants.

5.5.3 Gender Cues. Finally, we discussed with participants assigned to the ‘avatars’ and ‘names’
conditions how they perceived their respective gender cue (i.e. either names or avatars) and revealed
the gender cue presented to the other (non-control) condition. Participants reported that they would
be more easily able to identify gender differences using a visual representation; “I would have easily
noticed the difference between female and male groups with avatars. Maybe because we are familiar
with the female and male avatar representations but not with the [use of] names.” (P05). The interview
data reveals two primary motivations behind the participants’ preference for avatars over names.
First, participants stated that avatars are less time-consuming and more ‘obvious’ to identify gender
based on a visual representation; “I think avatars would be more obvious as the icons were defined as
masculine and feminine. I personally struggled with the fashion questions, but it did not occur to me
to look at females for fashion questions.” (P24).

Second, a number of participants raised the fact that they might encounter names with which they
are unfamiliar. Classifying names from different cultures as belonging to either a man or a woman
can therefore be difficult. “With different countries it become more difficult to identify the gender from
the names. In general silhouettes are more universal.” (P42).

Finally, we note that although a vast majority of participants prefers the use of avatars over names,
two participants state that names often provide further cues; “Names can have additional information
as well. If the fashion designer was from Spain, I would choose the answers given by Spanish-like names.”
(P64). This is an interesting point, and reveals the many factors that can influence conformity.
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6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Online Social Conformity
Understanding social conformity and its implications on human behaviour in online group settings
is imperative to facilitate positive and unbiased interactions. Existing literature related to online
social conformity reveals that conformity can have both positive and negative implications. Social
conformity is seen to enable communities to establish and strengthengroupnorms, leading to positive
contributions [64] and creating a sense of belongingness and security by encouraging acceptable
conventions of behaviour [62]. On the contrary, previouswork has shown that students that conform
to the majority in online quizzes make more errors than students who attempted the quiz indepen-
dently [9]. Moreover, Sharma and De Choudhury [62] argued that pressure to conform to group
norms may cause unnecessary distress to individuals seeking support from online communities.
Thus, we argue that in order to benefit from the positive outcomes of conformity while minimising
its adverse effects, a thorough understanding of its determinants is needed.

This study aims to extend the existing literature by exploring gender-stereotypes related to social
conformity in online settings. While existing literature focuses on the effects of participant and
partner gender in online settings [41, 42], we investigated these effects in larger groups – a com-
mon occurrence in online social systems. We explored the impact of group gender distribution and
participant gender on the likelihood of an individual conforming to the majority when answering
stereotypical masculine and feminine questions, as well as neutral questions. We also looked at the
possible effects of different gender cues in triggering stereotypical behaviour in online settings.

Our results show that despite limited social presence in online settings, individuals are sensitive to
available gender cues. Moreover, such gender cues were seen to trigger stereotypical perceptions on
the competency of others which ultimately led to higher conformity, especially in questions which
were perceived to be stereotypically masculine or feminine.While the gender of the participant itself
did not have significant main effects on conformity, we observe statistically significant interactions
between group gender distribution, participant gender, and stereotypically perceived question type.
Furthermore, our results show that the likelihood of an individual conforming to the majority

decreases the more confident the person is, and increases as the difference between the majority size
and theminority size (group difference) increases. This is in linewith literature regarding face-to-face
and online social conformity [3, 13, 33, 46, 59, 60, 65]. Furthermore, we note that the effect of group
difference on conformity was largest in the control and lowest in the ‘avatars’ condition. This implies
that while group difference had significant effects on conformity its influence on conformity was
higher in the absence of gender cues.

6.2 Impact of Stereotypes onOnline Social Conformity
Our quantitative and qualitative results reveal that both men and women typically conformed to a
majority with more masculine avatars/names in stereotypical masculine questions, and to a majority
with more feminine avatars/names in stereotypical feminine questions. Similar findings were found
in previous work exploring effects of partner gender on conformity [41, 42]. These results suggest
that in the presence of gender cues, conformity behaviour was influenced by gender-stereotypes in
addition to the usual ‘informational influences’. Even though our pilot study (where men and women
were seen to be equally competent in all questions) clearly rejected such stereotypes, it is noteworthy
that these stereotypes manifested so strongly in our experiment.
We further note that the effect of stereotypical masculine/feminine avatars was stronger than

the effect of stereotypical masculine/feminine names in triggering gender-stereotypical thinking.
Participants identified avatars to be more straight-forward, making the gender distribution of an-
swers easier to interpret. These observations confirm existing literature on how individuals derive
perceptions of the gender of their online peers [15, 41, 42, 45], and how some cues may have more
influence in triggering stereotypes than others [43].
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The use of objective questions enabled us to quantify the effects of conformity driven by gender-
stereotypes on answer correctness. Our results show that conformity resulted in more incorrect
answers across the three conditions, despite the majority being placed in both correct and incorrect
answers throughout the quiz. The introduction of gender cues resulted in more incorrect answers for
stereotypicalmasculine and feminine questions, as compared to the control condition. Thus, we show
that gender cues encourage individuals to conform to incorrect answersmore frequently, especially in
topics that can trigger a biased response. Since in online settings participants are naturally susceptible
to higher ‘informational influences’ (e.g., groups of students answering an online quiz as given in [9]),
it is crucial to consider what user information should be available to others.
Moreover, we emphasise that gender is only one dimension of a person’s identity and that other

aspects such as culture, race, age, and ethnicity can also be relevant in a given situation [12]. This
study was designed to investigate the effects of gender stereotypes on conformity, as gender has
been shown to trigger stereotypical responses in offline settings [22–24]. We deliberately avoided
other aspects that could potentially lead to stereotypes as it would overly complicate the study and
lead to confounding effects. We chose stereotypical gendered silhouette avatars and names, with
minimum user cues (i.e., perceived gender of user) in an attempt to minimise the potential impact
of other user traits such as race, ethnicity, and age which could potentially be inferred from richer
cues. Similarly, the quiz questions were also chosen to specifically trigger gender stereotypes.

Thus, this workwas intended to lay the necessary ground-work for future work exploring possible
implications of other commonly observed stereotype-inducing factors on online social conformity.
For example, work by Kumar [38] shows that in face-to-face groups participants are more likely to
conform to older confederates than to younger confederates in estimation tasks. Moreover, although
we selected a set of culturally-similar names, participants highlighted that first names of peers could
potentially introduce cultural biases. For example, if the question was related to a particular country
or region, peer names perceived to originate from this area could be perceived as more appealing
than others.

6.3 Implications for Design
The findings of this study establish that, despite a reduced social presence in online settings, indi-
viduals stereotypically perceive others’ competency based on available gender cues. Moreover, such
gender stereotypical perceptions were seen to influence the conformity behaviour of users. While
conformity may be seen as a positive outcome in settings where adopting group norms are encour-
aged [62], it is not desiredwhen user decisions are unnecessarily influenced by gender stereotypes, as
shown in our answer correctness analysis. Thus, we present the following design recommendations
with regard to gender cues when designing online group settings, where user decisions may be
negatively influenced by others.

6.3.1 Presence of Gender Cues. Recent literature has questioned whether gender cues (such as
names and avatars) should be visible to others, and if so, when and how should they be visible [36].
Our findings indicate that basic cues (such as names) are sufficient to elicit gender-stereotyping
and conformity, with a richer cue (avatar) heightening this behaviour. Furthermore, almost every
online social platform allows users to upload their own photographs to be used as profile pictures
in addition to the default avatars that we considered in this study. Previous work has established
that photographs of users can act as strong gender cues [6, 7], meaning that it is probable that the
gender-stereotypical conformity observed in our workwould be heightened. Thus, a designer should
carefully consider whether collecting and displaying gender cues is relevant and value-adding from
the perspective of users as well as the platform. If unnecessary cues are visible, users may miss other
important information and act based on stereotypical perceptions.

While our results recommend against using obvious gender cues (such as binary-gendered avatars)
in online group settings to reduce gender-stereotypical perceptions and conformity, we acknowledge
that removing all indications of gender may not be easily achievable in an online group environment.
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Literature suggests that assumptions of peer gender in online settings may be derived based on
perceived gender difference in linguistic use [32, 61] and gender disparities resulted by platform
infrastructure [27], even when user information is not explicitly available. Thus, in addition to the
cues discussed in this paper, designers should be mindful about the impact of other possible cues
that may elicit similar gender stereotypical behaviour.

However, it is also important to acknowledge that in certain online settings user cues can be impor-
tant to create trust among users and a sense of belonging within the community [47]. As such, many
websites assign default user avatars upon registration, which can be problematic if these avatars con-
tain gender cues. As shown in our study, users can stereotypically infer the competency of their peers
basedongender cues (avatars andnames), anddisplaygender-biased conformity behaviour. For exam-
ple, Facebook’s use of user names and default binary-gendered avatars is likely to elicit gender-biased
conformity in howusers discuss stereotypically perceivedmasculine/feminine topics on the platform.
A similar effect may occur in Goodreads, a platform which also uses names and binary-gendered
avatars by default, and has discussion groups to allowusers to review and discuss books (which can be
pertaining to topics stereotypically perceived asmasculine or feminine)with others in the community.
Moreover, while several platforms adopt gender-neutral default avatars, literature suggests that

people frequently tend to perceive such avatars asmasculine [5]. Supposed gender-neutral avatars are
currently used in SAPLitmos, TalentLMS andDocebo (the top threemost used LearningManagement
Systems in the world as of June 2019 [1]) as shown in Fig. 9, which could suggest ‘men’ as the default
user group of the platform and thereby disregarding other gender identities. In addition, some users
of these platforms may decide to upload their photographs, further increasing the likelihood of
stereotype-based conformity. Given that these platforms are used to facilitate learning, our findings
have important and far-reaching implications.

Fig. 9. Default avatars used in (a) SAP Litmos, (b) TalentLMS and (c) Docebo.

Critically, our findings establish that user representations without gender cues (the study’s control
condition) reduced the likelihood of gender-biased conformity. Based on these results, if avatars
(or other cues) are to be used in platforms where gender-biased conformity can be detrimental, we
recommend using default alternatives clearly devoid of gender cues, such as initials representing
user name (e.g.Google), identicons (e.g.Github) or site specific avatars (e.g. Slack), minimising the
possibility of triggering gender stereotypical perceptions and behaviour.

6.4 Limitations
We note the following limitations in our study. Our sample only included participants who self-
disclosed their gender-identity as eithermenorwomen, andnoneof the participants openly identified
as trans or cisgender. It is worth noting that this study is premised on a traditional gender binary
model, in which gendered senses of self fall into two clearly discernible categories. In practice, gender
is far more complex than this: what it means to be gendered in a particular way varies from place to
place, in different times, and is heavily influenced by race, age and other factors. As such, our paper
should be taken as a first step, rather than as broadly applicable to ‘gender’ in its entirety. Moreover,
even though our participants came from diverse educational levels and backgrounds, they represent a
predominantly computer-literate population. Thus, further work may be required to ensure whether
these observations can be generalised to a wider population.
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While within the community considered for this study (a Western country), the chosen topics
and names were appropriate to elicit gender stereotypes (as evident by our quantitative and qual-
itative results), they may not generate similar results cross-culturally due to different cultural norms.
Therefore, we encourage future research to extend our work by investigating different communities
following a similar pilot test (as explained in Section 3.1) to ensure that chosen topics and names
are in line with the gender perceptions of the targeted community.
Moreover, to exclude confounding variables such as participant assertiveness, we deployed our

study in a controlled environment (one participants at a time). This is atypical for many online
settings. We aim to explore the effect of synchronous interactions in an online setting in future
work. Furthermore, the quiz we deployed utilised only objective questions as we aimed to investigate
consequences of conformity in terms of answer correctness. Future research could expand our
findings to subjective questions to explore the possible effects of gender-stereotypes on conformity.

7 CONCLUSION
Social conformity is a powerful social phenomenon in which individuals adjust their behaviour and
opinions to agree with an opposing majority. While previous work has investigated conformity and
its determinants in online group settings, the effects of gender and related stereotypes on online social
conformity remain underexplored. This study investigated the effects of group gender composition
and participant gender across both neutral and stereotypically perceived masculine (sports) and
feminine (fashion) questions on conformity in an online quiz. We compared results across three
conditions to evaluate the strength of different gender cues: a control condition where participants
were oblivious to the gender of their peers; a condition displaying stereotypical masculine and femi-
nine names of their peers; and finally a condition displaying peers using stereotypical masculine and
feminine silhouette avatars. Our findings establish that individuals are receptive to subtle gender cues
available in online group settings, andmake (often incorrect) assumptions of their peers’ competency
based on prevailing gender-stereotypes, especially when making decisions in uncertain situations.

We conclude our workwith a discussion on the implications of our findings in designing for online
group settings, with minimum exposure to stereotypical gender biases. We suggest that designers
carefully consider whether displaying gender and other user cues is relevant and value-adding from
the perspective of end-users as well as the platform.We recommend against the use of gender cues
such as binary-gendered avatars (especially in situations where group members could perceive the
competency of others based on gender). Instead, we support using alternatives devoid of gender cues
such as identicons, avatars with user initials, or site specific avatars, to ensure unbiased discussion
and decisionmaking.We encourage futurework to explore similar effects on online social conformity,
with regard to other aspects of a person’s identity that can lead to stereotype-based conformity, such
as age, race, and ethnicity.
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